
SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 1 

back  man  tack  hid  cat  fin   

lock  kick  fox  top   who  the 

SENTENCES:  The fox hid.  

   The cat sat on the tack.  

 

 

LIST 2 

fish  fed  bath  thin  shed  kiss 

will   fizz  pill  is  of   said 

SENTENCES:   Jeff fed the fish.  

    Who will go with me? 

 

 

LIST 3 

when shack chin  whip  chick  Beth 

shop  inch  that   dish   you  come 

SENTENCES:   The chick is in the shed. 

    Who hit my chin? 

 



 

SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 4 

catch ring  puff  fetch  thud  sink 

pitch   lung  notch bank  some do 

SENTENCES:   Can you catch some fish? 

    The hen will hatch a batch of chicks. 

 

 

LIST 5 

sled  blink  flag  glad  class  block 

plum cliff  blotch flock  what  mother 

SENTENCES:    Who can run six blocks? 

    Mother is not glad. 

 

LIST 6 

drum grab  brick  crab  truck  press 

crop  drill  brush crutch of   was 

SENTENCES:  Fred will brush the dog. 

    Why is a brick in the truck? 

 



 

 

SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 7 

swim spell  snap  smell sniff  skip 

stitch stop  swing scat  want  have 

SENTENCES:   I want to swing and swim.  

    Mother can stitch the dress.  

 

LIST 8 

sticky  twitch scratch splash spring struck 

stretch branch scrap trunk father what 

SENTENCES:   Stretch the string. 

    Can you tell me what is a twitch? 

 

 

LIST 9 

band  hunt  rest  must  crisp  jump 

stand print  desk  trust  said  who 

SENTENCES:  I must stand still. 

    My mother and father are the best.   



SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 10 

milk  gift  help  melt  crept act 

bulb  shelf  elf  to  too  two 

SENTENCES:   Can you catch an elf? 

    I want some milk to drink. 

 

LIST 11 

singer cabs  dishes boxes mended camper 

dusting licking picked  yelled they   have 

SENTENCES:   This bulb is too hot to twist. 

    The lunches are packed in boxes. 

 

 

LIST 12 

snake cave  plate  tape  plane ate 

kite  time  bike  slide  from  they 

SENTENCES:  Dave must save to fly by plane. 

    Mike made five kites. 

 

 



SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 13 

bone nose  hope rope  home Pete 

these flute  cube  tune  are  from 

SENTENCES:   Jill and Pete are at home. 

    They will sing a tune. 

 

 

LIST 14 

aim  wait  train  braid play  spray 

eat  meat  peach meal  there some 

SENTENCES:   Why is Kay playing in the rain? 

    I like to eat peaches and cream. 

 

 

LIST 15 

toast  float  groan boast toad  soap  

hoe  toe  green street mother father 

SENTENCES:   Did Joe groan when he hit his toe? 

    There are three sheep by the tree. 

 



SPELLING WORDS AND SENTENCES 

LIST 16 

star  barnyard  Mark scarf  starch bark 

arm  dart   spark dark  to   too 

SENTENCES:  I want to play catch with you. 

    Mark hid in the dark barnyard. 

 

 

LIST 17 

porch over  under born  jerk  thorn 

sport farmer corn  one  two  three 

SENTENCES:   The storm came from the north. 

    My sister is a fast reader.  

 

 

LIST 18 

third  thirty twirl  whirl  skirt  girl 

first  burp  curl  turn  does  there 

SENTENCES:  Does the girl like her curls? 

    At first the burn will hurt. 
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LIST 19 

saddle simple thimble bridle bugle stable 

maple marble purple needle said   want 

SENTENCES:  Does this marble sparkle? 

    Keep the saddle in the stable. 

 

 

LIST 20 

cattle  puzzle apple rattle buckle pickle 

chuckle sprinkle jungle twinkle do  from 

SENTENCES:   The big tree has a twisted trunk. 

    There is apple drink in this bottle. 

 

 

LIST 21 

oil  boil  spoon food  point tooth 

joy  goose poodle moon what  their 

SENTENCES:  We will plant seeds in the moist soil. 

    The two roosters are loose.  
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LIST 22 

book brook cooking   good foot  hood 

crooks looked took   wood were  four 

SENTENCES:  Were the crooks on foot? 

    I have a good-looking mother. 

 

 

LIST 23 

ouch  couch grouch  pout  trout  ground 

mouth south mouse  blouse does  their 

SENTENCES:  Our hound has a trout in his mouth. 

    The girls left their coats in our car. 

 

 

LIST 24 

cow  chow frown town  down clown 

brown howl  flowers shower from  were 

SENTENCES:  Does the clown have to frown? 

    A brown cow is in our flowers. 
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LIST 25 

snow throw pillow yellow blow  grow 

slow  show crow  row  does  there 

SENTENCES:  It is four miles from here to there. 

    They wanted to blow soap bubbles. 

 

 

LIST 26 

supper short scarf  griddle puddle helmet 

napkin rabbit summer twenty were  who 

SENTENCES:  My little sister likes to count. 

    She can count to twenty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  


